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1. A player with this surname surpassed Greg Kelser for most rebounds with one college’s team. In the last 
seconds of overtime during game 6 of one series, Chris Bosh blocked a three point shot taken by a player with 
this surname that would have tied the game 103-103. After playing in Slovenia during the 2011 lockout, that 
player with this surname became a starter after (*) Manu Ginóbili returned to one team as a sixth man. In a game 
against the Grizzlies, a player with this surname was the first in NBA history to score a triple-double without scoring 
10 points. That shorter-than-average center with this surname notorious for his physicality has 9 seasons (?) played 
with the Splash Brothers. For 10 points, name this surname the shooting guard who won back to back titles with the 
Raptors and Lakers, Danny, and Warriors defensive all-star Draymond. 
ANSWER: Green 
 
2. This author wrote a two-person play in which a parole officer talks with a woman in prison for killing a 
police officer during a robbery. At the end of Act I of a play by this author, a man receives a phone call telling 
him that she lied about a realtor failing to close the deal on a house just to get him to come to a surprise party. 
This author wrote a play in which Carol threatens to accuse her professor of (*) rape unless he removes his 
books from the curriculum. In a play by this author, Don and Teach try to steal back the title object that Don sold for 
ninety dollars. This author’s most famous play opens at a Chinese restaurant as Shelly Levene asks his manager for 
leads. In that play, Dave Moss and George Aaronow conspire to steal the leads and Ricky Roma convinces James 
Lingk to buy Chicago real estate. For 10 points, name this author of American Buffalo and Glengarry Glen Ross.  
ANSWER: David Mamet 
 
3. Amorphous examples of these materials have “tails” whose width is given by the Urbach energy, and 
“traps” that can be used to store data in NROM technology. A soldering iron or another hot-point probe can 
be used to classify these materials into their two main types. A thin wire or needle touching one of these 
materials forms a Cat Whisker detector, which functions due to the creation of a (*) Schottky Barrier. 
Changing an applied voltage controls whether one variety of these materials forms a continuous band in the most 
frequently manufactured device in history, the MOSFET. An interface between two types of these materials is 
central to the most commonly used diode design and is known as a p-n junction. For 10 points, name these materials 
that have a conductivity between that of insulators and conductors.  
ANSWER: semiconductors 
 
4. The first villain encountered by a character who goes by this word was The Inventor, a clone of Thomas 
Edison that was inadvertently mixed with cockatiel DNA. A character who goes by this name has powers 
activated by the effects of a Terrigen Bomb set off by Black Bolt; those powers allow them to change their 
appearance and size, tying into their catchphrase of (*) “Embiggen!” Alongside other young superheroes like 
Nova and Viv, a character who goes by this name left The Avengers to focus on small-scale heroics as the new team 
The Champions. A woman adopts this name after the explosion of a Kree device which gives her energy 
manipulation abilities but wipes her memories. For 10 points, identify this name shared by Kamala Khan and Carol 
Danvers, who go by Ms. this word and Captain this word. 
Answer: Captain or Ms. Marvel prompt on Kamala Khan, Carol Danvers, Binary, or Warbird by asking “what is 
their hero name?”] 
 
5. This ruler borrowed the Neapolitan sums from Poland, which became contentious when this ruler never 
paid them back. A victory by this man’s forces at the Battle of Alcântara over the Prior of Crato allowed this 
ruler to seize the throne of a neighbouring country. Margaret of Parma was appointed to rule one territory 
by this ruler, but was replaced by the (*) Duke of Alba when that territory started a revolt against this ruler. This 
ruler married Mary I to try to integrate England into his kingdom. A military force led by the Duke of Medina 



Sidonia dispatched by this monarch was defeated at the Battle of Gravelines by the forces of another ruler who gave 
the Tilbury speech. For 10 points, name this monarch who sent the Spanish Armada to invade England. 
ANSWER: Philip II 
 
6. It’s not The Legend of Zelda, but in 1997 the official timeline for this series, spanning a millennium, was 
leaked to a gaming magazine. The second entry in this series introduced a recurring female antagonist who, 
when defeated, leaves behind the Magic Cross item that allows players to access the game’s final stage. In a 
game in this series, the main villain says “What is a man? A (*) miserable little pile of secrets”. This series is the 
second part of a portmanteau name for a style of platformer with large maps with interconnected areas that are 
frequently revisited. Finishing a game in that series allows the player to switch between Richter and Alucard, and is 
subtitled Symphony of the Night. For 10 points, name this long-running Konami video game series, which revolves 
around members of the Belmont clan and their fight against Count Dracula. 
ANSWER: Castlevania 
 
7. One of this artist’s early works contained 4 instructions- “Tear. Rub. Peel. Take Off”. Another of this 
artist’s pieces instructed its viewers to “Light a match and watch till it goes out.” A later instructive work by 
this artist of Lighting Piece asked its participants to step directly on a canvas. In the summer of 2010, this 
artist performed a piece at the Museum of Modern Art entitled “Voice Piece for Soprano & (*) Wish Tree”, 
consisting of 3 minutes of this artist vocalizing nonsense sounds. Along with their former husband, this artist created 
a campaign based on a lithograph print of the words “WAR IS OVER! IF YOU WANT IT”. Annie Liebovitz took 
an iconic picture of this artist being embraced by her naked husband, who was also a famous musician. For 10 
points, name this Japanese artist, well known for her marriage to John Lennon. 
ANSWER: Yoko Ono Lennon [or Ono Yoko] 
 
8. A dance to this song involves rolling the hands around each other in four positions in a square, followed by 
clapping in the same square. In the music video for this song, the singer starts to walk straight up the 
windows of a skyscraper to the top as city dwellers point and gawk. A dance to this song relentlessly mocked 
by millenials on the internet became associated with (*) Pete Buttigeig’s primary campaign. This song includes 
the questionably political lyrics “be something greater, go make a legacy, manifest destiny”, and its chorus repeats 
the line “shooting for the stars when I couldn't make a killing, didn't have a dime but I always had a vision”. For ten 
points, name this comeback song by Panic! At the Disco about having large aspirations and the title two words “for 
a living”. 
ANSWER: High Hopes 
 
9. This actor’s first role was the teenage friend Billy of the male lead in Franco Zeffirelli’s 1981 movie Endless 
Love, while two years later they played a gifted athlete living in an impoverished Pennsylvania town in All the 
Right Moves. In a movie directed by Oliver Stone, this actor goes to prom after enlisting in the military when 
two Marine recruiters come to his school. After asking who called the (*) code red, a character played by this 
actor is told by an older man that “you can’t handle the truth”. A often-parodied scene in one movie sees this actor 
dancing around his house to the song “Old Time Rock and Roll” in his underwear, while in another iconic scene he 
is lowered down from the ceiling from a rope. For 10 points, name this Hollywood star, known for movies like A 
Few Good Men, Risky Business, Top Gun, and the Mission: Impossible series. 
ANSWER: Thomas or Tom Cruise [or Thomas Cruise Mapother IV] 
 
10. The highly isolated Mergui archipelago is in the south of this country, which is the main home of a 
semi-nomadic ethnic group who train themselves for strong underwater vision called the Moken. This 
country’s government has struggled to effectively govern its territory east of the Salween river. Represented 
by the KNU, the majority of the (*) Karen people live in this country. The massive Uppatasanti Pagoda is in this 



country’s sparsely-populated capital, which was only settled in 2005 after being planned by its military government. 
It’s not the Yangtze, but this country’s main river names a beluga-like endangered species of dolphin. For 10 points, 
name this Asian country, where the Irrawaddy River flows into the Indian Ocean after passing by Naypyidaw and 
Yangon. 
ANSWER: Republic of the Union of Myanmar or Burma 
 
11. A book subtitled An Inventory of Effects, which features graphic designs by Quentin Fiore, changes the 
letter e to an a in a famous phrase about these things. A chapter of a different book describes how 
mechanization is one of these things that produced cornflakes and Cadillacs. According to that book, the 
electric light is the only one of these things without content, and curiously includes chapters about the wheel 
and roads as examples. A book about these things is subtitled (*) The Extensions of Man and introduces two 
categories of them distinguished by the required level of participation, which makes them hot or cool. A theorist of 
these things argued that their propagation is leading to the Earth becoming a “global village”. For 10 points, name 
these things that Marshall McLuhan claimed are “the message”. 
ANSWER: media [The first clue is about The Medium Is the Massage] 
 
12. A character in this movie series says “I hate to break it to you, but the American dream is made in 
China”. When a character in this movie series suggests Applebee’s as a “dangerous bar,” another says “those 
aren’t the shitheads we need”. When pulled over for speeding, a character in this series claims to be drag 
racing in a Prius. Two characters stealing a tank of nitrous oxide in this movie series are nearly caught by a 
(*) sex addiction support group. In the second movie in this series, Nick, Dale, and Kurt start their own business to 
produce a car wash-inspired shower head called a “Shower Buddy”. Colin Farrell and Jennifer Aniston are the two 
of the title people of the first movie of this series. For 10 points, name this dark comedy movie series about three 
disgruntled employees who plan to murder their managers. 
ANSWER: Horrible Bosses 
 
13. In this country, an executed soldier returns to life as the rabbit god of homosexuality. A marquis from this 
country was given a luminescent pearl after saving a wounded snake. One hero from this country was born as 
a ball of flesh after a three and a half year pregnancy, and committed suicide to appease the sea king. A 
legendary figure from this country refused to enter his house despite passing it three times in thirteen years 
while managing a (*) flood, eventually becoming lame and callused. In another myth from this country, a crow is 
formed from each of the nine suns that an archer shoots out of the sky. The elixir of life is made by a rabbit 
companion of this country’s moon goddess. For 10 points, name this country whose pantheon includes Nezha and 
Chang’e and is presided over by the Jade Emperor. 
ANSWER: People’s Republic of China or Zhoungguo 
 
14. The high level of secrecy behind this non-Walking Dead character led to a black market for unofficial 
merchandise like a shirt that reads “if this character dies, we riot”. This character is placed in front of a blue 
screen by Vox’s Phil Edwards to show the problems solved by a new visual technology called “the Volume”. 
In a response to an email asking about his opinions on internet culture, Noam Chomsky said that he didn’t 
know who this character was. (*) Werner Herzog was adamant that this character should not be created with CGI, 
and wept on set when seeing it for the first time. In one meme, this character tells another to (*) “take the shot” 
before the images zooms in and they say “mmm, yes, MURDER”. This character is found on Arvala-7 by an 
armoured character played by Pedro Pascal. For 10 points, identify this puppet character from the Disney+ series 
The Mandalorian, a toddler carried around by the title bounty hunter. 
ANSWER: The Child or “Baby Yoda” or Grogu 
 



15. A non-canonical role of this structure is the accumulation and stabilization of p53 complexed with this 
organelle’s major protein in its namesake stress response to force cell cycle arrest. C/D [C-D] and H/ACA 
boxes are two families of RNA that work in this region, the snoRNAs. Tandem repeats between 
heterochromatic regions in the short arms of (*) acrocentric chromosomes form this organelle’s namesake 
organizing regions. This organelle is bound to Cajal bodies, and has granular, fibrillar center, and dense fibrillar 
components. 45S RNA is generated in this structure, where it is then processed into smaller fragments. For 10 
points, name this site of ribosome transcription and assembly that is located inside the nucleus. 
ANSWER: nucleolus [prompt on nucleus before mention] 
 
16. After being fired by this team midseason, Tony La Russa went on to win 3 World Series with the Oakland 
Athletics. A Jomboy video with 4.5 million views breaks down a 2017 clip of a pitcher for this team noticing 
the Astros communicating stolen signs via banging on trash cans. That same pitcher for this team suffered a 
brain hemorrhage during an April 2018 game. Another pitcher for this team had an ERA of 6.13 in 2018 
before bouncing back to a (*) 10-1 start in 2019. Players who signed with this team before the 2020 season include 
Yasmani Grandal, Edwin Encarnación, and Dallas Keuchel. This team’s most recent World Series win, which ended 
an 88-year championship drought, was a sweep of the Houston Astros in 2005. For 10 points, name this team from a 
Midwestern city’s south side. 
ANSWER: Chicago White Sox [prompt on Chicago] 
 
17. A leader who made limited reforms to this policy told his voters that they must “adapt or die”, but later 
campaigned against repealing it completely. The Tricameral Parliament was established as a partial repeal of 
this policy. Long commutes for workers were created as a by-product of this policy with the Group Areas 
Act. This policy came into effect through several bills passed by the (*) National Party after they won the 1948 
election. After throwing stones in response to close fly-overs from jets, protestors opposing this policy were killed 
by police in a massacre in the township of Sharpeville. Steve Biko was beaten to death by police over opposition to 
this policy, which came to an end shortly before the free election of 1994 was won by the ANC. For 10 points, 
identify this policy, a system of discrimination ended after F.W. de Klerk held negotiations with Nelson Mandela. 
ANSWER: apartheid 
 
18. In one episode of this show, a character holds a contest to find a worthy new friend, then replaces his 
eyeballs. In another episode, the same character goes back in time to replace meaningful objects in his rival’s 
life with rubber piggies. Multiple episodes of this show where characters were murdered, including one where 
a minor character dies in an elevator crash, had to have endings changed for being ‘too dark’ for a kid’s 
show. This show made a brief return with the Netflix movie (*) Enter the Florpus in 2019. The title character of 
this show is aided by the malfunctioning robot GIR and is opposed by the paranormal investigator Dib. For 10 
points, name this short-lived and grotesque 2001 Nickelodeon cartoon starring the titular Irken who dreams of 
conquering earth. 
ANSWER: Invader Zim 
 
19. Description acceptable. In a 2010 BBC production, these characters were portrayed as nurses who perform 
one scene convulsing over corpses in a morgue. These characters were combined in one adaptation into a 
woman at a spinning wheel who lives in Spider’s Web Forest. A controversial line spoken by these characters 
mentions a (*) blaspheming Jew’s liver. These characters show the title character of the play they appear in visions 
of an armed head, bloody child, and a crowned child with a branch. These characters mention ingredients like “fillet 
of a fenny snake,” and “eye of newt and toe of frog.” For 10 points, name these female Scottish magicians in a 
Shakespeare play. 
ANSWER: The Witches from Macbeth [or Weird Sisters, prompt on Witches by asking “from which play?”] 
 



20. On a space-themed song, this artist asks “tell me why are you people so cold”. During this artist’s classic 
period, they recorded songs with the massive synthesizer called TONTO with producer Malcolm Cecil. This 
artist repeats the word “always” as a chorus of backup singers says “until the rainbow burns the stars out in 
the sky, until the ocean covers every mountain high”. A song by this artist on his double album (*) Songs in 
the Key of Life describes how “music is a world within itself, with a language we all understand” and repeats the line 
“you can feel it all over”, A song by this artist describes the title idea as “writing’s on the wall” and “when you 
believe in things that you don’t understand”. For 10 points, name this legendary blind soul artist behind songs like 
“Sir Duke”, “Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I’m Yours)”, and “Superstition”. 
ANSWER: Stevie Wonder [accept Stevland Hardaway Morris or Judkins] 
 
Bonuses 
 
1. Besides the feat for which he is most famous, this person spent a year in jail on charges of forging military 
documents. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this person who won the marathon at the first modern Olympic games in 1896. He was employed as a 
water carrier and had no formal training as an athlete. 
ANSWER: Spyridon Louis 
[10] The first modern Olympic games were held in this city, the capital of the country where the ancient Olympic 
games originated. 
ANSWER: Athens 
[10] The marathon at the 2004 Olympics in Athens was affected by an incident in which a person of this profession 
grabbed the eventual third-place finisher. That same person of this profession is better known for running onto the 
track in a kilt during the 2003 British Grand Prix. 
ANSWER: Roman Catholic priest 
<Mitch Baron, Sports (Other)> 
 
2. Answer some questions about video games that feature the sinking of the RMS Titanic. For 10 points each. 
[10] This 1996 point-and-click adventure game developed by CyberFlix has you play as a time-travelling British spy 
who visits the Titanic in order to prevent the world wars and the Russian Revolution. 
ANSWER: Titanic: Adventure Out Of Time  
[10] A spin-off game in this 3rd person shooter franchise features the Titanic in its “Going Down” level. This 
franchise is notable for its “Forever” sequel, which was released 15 years after its previous entry. 
ANSWER: Duke Nukem: Zero Hour [prompt on just Zero Hour, accept other titles in the Duke Nukem franchise] 
[10] It’s not exactly the Titanic, but the characters in this Spike Chunsoft game must escape its sinking replica in 
only nine hours.  
ANSWER: 999 or 9 Hours, 9 Persons, 9 Doors (accept Zero Escape or the Nonary Games) 
<Shannon Seithel, Video Games> 
 
3. Weird Al parodied this single in an ode to Oreo cookie filling. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 1988 single, whose title was probably changed to avoid confusion with a Vanessa Williams hit. It 
includes the lyrics “I can see it in everything you do even in your thoughts” and “you know what you did, girl.” 
ANSWER: “You Got It (The Right Stuff)” 
[10] “The Right Stuff” appeared on the sophomore album of this Massachusetts pop/R&B group dubbed by some as 
“The Fab Five”. Both Mark Wahlberg and his brother Donnie were original members of this band, though Mark left 
before their debut. 
ANSWER: New Kids On The Block 
[10] New Kids On The Block was created by Maurice Starr, who wanted a white counterpart to this group whose 
members included Ronnie DeVoe and Bobby Brown. 



ANSWER: New Edition 
<Shannon Seithel, Music> 
 
4. Notable controversies from this show include a mom padding her daughter’s chest to resemble Dolly Parton and 
another asking her daughter to smoke fake cigarettes on stage. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this heavily-criticized reality TV show that aired on TLC from 2009 to 2016. It focused on the world of 
child glitz pageants. 
ANSWER: Toddlers & Tiaras 
[10] This child star, whose full name is Alana Thompson, appeared on Toddlers & Tiaras before being given her 
own short-lived reality show. That show was abruptly cancelled after this star’s mother admitted to being in 
relationships with two sex offenders. 
ANSWER: Honey Boo-Boo (accept Here Comes Honey Boo-Boo) 
[10] Alana’s mother, “Mama June” Shannon, appears in this spin-off show that documents her weight-loss journey 
to get revenge on her engaged ex-boyfriend. 
ANSWER: Mama June: From Not To Hot 
<Shannon Seithel, TV> 
 
5. This author wrote their first libretto at age 20, The Genius of Valmiki. For 10 points each, 
[10] Name this playwright who dramatized the conflict between the King of Tripura and his high priest in Bisorjon. 
This author also translated one of their own collections into the English work Song Offerings. 
ANSWER: Rabindranath Tagore 
[10] This play, perhaps Tagore’s most enduring internationally, sees a village headman fatally prank the boy Amal, 
who fantasizes about receiving a letter from the King. 
ANSWER: The Post Office [or Dak Ghar] 
[10] This Tagore fan and occasional playwright produced the first version of The Post Office outside of India. This 
Irish poet wrote “The Second Coming.” 
ANSWER: William Butler Yeats 
 
6. These lakes are the sources of many chemicals such as lithium carbonate. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these lakes, whose limited outflow concentrates minerals and who have a high pH. 
ANSWER: soda or alkaline lakes [prompt on salt lake] 
[10] Soda lakes often occur in these locations of divergent plate boundaries. Africa has a “Great” one of these 
locations. 
ANSWER: rift valley 
[10] Soda lakes require a low amount of magnesium and calcium, whose localized presence would precipitate 
carbonate minerals to form these structures. Mono Lake has many of these features. 
ANSWER: tufa 
 
7. For 10 points each, answer some questions about Africa’s slave coast and the peoples connected to it. 
[10] The city of Calabar is found in the Bight of Biafra, along the coast of this modern day country where the 
Portuguese renamed the city of Eko to Lagos. 
Answer: Nigeria 
[10] The inhabitants of Old Town in Calabar were Efik [eh-feek] people, who conducted most of their slave raids in 
villages of this larger ethnic group. These people founded the kingdom of Nri, and most of the people in the Biafran 
Republic were of this ethnic group. 
ANSWER: Igbo 
[10] As slavery brought greater wealth divides, the Efik people set up the Ekpe [eh-keh-pay], one of these groups in 
the Cross River area. Other examples of these groups in West Africa included the Poro, Leopard, and Crocodile. 



ANSWER: secret society 
<Theresa Nyowheoma, World History> 
 
8. This show’s title sequence features the silhouette of a man falling down a tall skyscraper as ads flash by. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this show, set in the 1960s, centering on Don Draper’s work at the advertisement agency Sterling 
Cooper. 
ANSWER: Mad Men 
[10] In a notable scene, Don Draper emotionally reflects on his family as he pitches an idea to Kodak to change the 
name of their rotary slide projector from “The Wheel” to this word, its real life name. 
ANSWER: carousel 
[10] With his second wife Meghan, Don comes up with a series of ads about a family cooking this product 
throughout history. They give this product the tagline “some things never change”. 
ANSWER: Heinz Baked beans 
 
9. To justify the existence of universal knowledge in On the Soul, this thinker argued that all humans share the same 
intellect, which uses individual people’s brains to continuously think. Bruh. For ten points each: 
[10] Name this thinker, who wrote a medical encyclopedia called the Colliget and defended the discipline of 
philosophy in his Incoherence of the Incoherence. 
ANSWER: Averroes or Abū l-Walīd Muḥammad Ibn ʾAḥmad  Ibn Rushd  
[10] Averroes was known as The Commentator for his commentaries on this Greek thinker, who taught Alexander 
the Great and wrote the Nicomachean Ethics. 
ANSWER: Aristotle 
[10] Aristotle believed that time cannot be isolated from this phenomenon, while Averroes believed that time is an 
accident of this action. Aristotle argued that this phenomenon is “the perfection of that which is in potentiality under 
the aspect that it is in potentiality”, and Averroes identified that it occured in more than one of Aristotle’s categories. 
ANSWER: motion 
 
10. This man once advertised supplements that were meant to improve physical fitness, but instead only turned him 
red. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this notable conspiracy theorist and founder of InfoWars. 
ANSWER: Alex Jones 
[10] One of Jones’s more famous conspiracy theories claimed that the government was doing this to frogs, likely 
inspired by reports of abnormal hormone levels. 
ANSWER: turning them gay [accept equivalents] 
[10] Adult Swim’s web show, Truthpoint: Dark Web Rising, is an over-the-top satire of InfoWars hosted by Derek 
Estevez-Olsen and this man, who wears a loosely fitting mask to cover his identity. 
ANSWER: @dril [or wint] 
<Rohan Vora, Internet> 
 
11. For 10 points each, name some things about the nervous system. 
[10] The central nervous system is made up of the brain and the spinal cord, while offshoots of the system are part of 
this contrasting nervous system that connects signals from the CNS to organs and the rest of the body. 
ANSWER: peripheral nervous system [or PNS] 
[10] These unmyelinated, thin nerve fibres are grouped into Remak bundles in the PNS by non-myelinating 
Schwann cells. They are responsible for the sensation of slow, lasting pain.  
ANSWER: C fibres 



[10] Schwann cells are one of these types of cells. These nervous system cells do not directly participate in electrical 
signaling, and their name comes from the Greek term for glue. 
ANSWER: neuroglial cells 
<Theresa Nyowheoma, Science (Big 3)> 
 
12. The main character of this movie finds a place to live after befriending the baker Osono, and she meets a painter 
who lives in the woods after losing a cat toy. FTPE: 
[10] Name this movie, about a young girl who moves to a seaside city, where she meets a boy named Tombo who 
makes a flying machine out of a bicycle. 
ANSWER: Kiki’s Delivery Service 
[10] Kiki’s Delivery Service is a movie written and directed by this anime legend, who also created movies like 
Spirited Away, Howl’s Moving Castle, and My Neighbour Totoro. His son, Goryeo, also makes movies. 
ANSWER: Miyazaki Hayao  
[10] While The Wind Rises was at one point supposed to be Miyazaki’s last film, this new movie he started working 
on without official approval was set to be released in 2023. This movie will be an adaptation of a bildungsroman 
book of the same name by Yoshino Genzaburō from 1937. 
ANSWER: How Do You Live? Or Kimi-tachi wa Dō Ikiru ka 
 
13. Answer the following about female architects, for 10 points each: 
[10] Name this memorial, which Maya Lynn designed for a school project when she was 21 years old. This 
memorial consists of a black wall with tens of thousands of names on it.  
ANSWER: Vietnam Veterans Memorial [accept Vietnam Wall or Vietnam War Memorial, prompt on Veterans 
Memorial] 
[10] The first female architect to win the Pritzker Prize was this architect of the Broad Art Museum and the 
Guangzhou Opera House. 
ANSWER: Zaha Hadid 
[10] The first woman to win the American Institute of Architects’ Gold Medal, Julia Morgan, is best known for her 
design of this National Historic Landmark in San Simeon. 
ANSWER: Hearst Castle 
 
14. In the bizarre music video for this song, the lead singer imagines marrying a woman in a background of 90s style 
swirly lines, and his white clothes began glowing tye dye colours. FTPE: 
[10] Name this song, which quotes a woman saying “oh, don't you dare look back, just keep your eyes on me”, to 
which the narrator replies with “you’re holding back”. 
ANSWER: Shut Up and Dance 
[10] Shut Up and Dance was the only actual rock song on Billboard’s Top 10 Rock Songs of the Decade, which was 
topped by this song by Imagine Dragons, which repeats the phrase “pain, you made me a” title person. 
ANSWER: Believer  
[10] This band from Provo, Utah, recorded the song “Animal” that reached Number 40 on Billboard’s larger 50 Hot 
Rock Songs list. They also recorded Everybody Talks, which repeats “it started with a whispeeerrrrr, and that was 
when I kissed heeerrrr”. 
ANSWER: Neon Trees 
[Note: I don’t care what Anthony Fantano said, Shut Up and Dance is a rock song] 
 
15. This character locates the horse Brunellus using only broken branches and footprints in the snow. For 10 points 
each: 



[10] Name this character who discovers that a series of seven murders corresponded to the Biblical seven trumpets, 
before escaping a burning library.  
ANSWER: William of Baskerville 
[10] Adso of Melk narrates this Umberto Eco novel, in which William of Baskerville investigates the death of 
Adelmo of Otranto at a Benedictine monastery. 
ANSWER: The Name of the Rose 
[10] William debates Jorge of Burgos on the merit of this concept, which Jorge believes is the principle of all evil. 
Later, Jorge gives him a poisoned copy of Aristotle’s Poetics, which William discovers while reading about this 
concept. 
ANSWER: laughter 
<Rohan Vora, Literature (Long Fiction)> 
 
16. This text includes as a refrain alternating Greek and Latin lines of the Trisagion, which reads “Holy is God! 
Holy and strong! Holy immortal One, have mercy on us!” For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this text sung on Good Friday, which describes God’s provisions for the Israelites interspersed with the 
response “My people, what have I done to you? How have I offended you? Answer me!”. 
ANSWER: The Reproaches [or the Improperia] 
[10] Good Friday is a Christian holiday commemorating this event. 
ANSWER: crucifixion of Jesus Christ [or anything indicating the death or execution of Jesus; accept the Passion 
of Jesus] 
[10] Another practice associated with Good Friday is the praying of this series of fourteen prayers, each 
commemorating events in the day of Jesus’ crucifixion. They are usually prayed along with a series of images. 
ANSWER: the Stations of the Cross [or the Via Crucis, Way of the Cross, Way of Sorrows, or Via Dolorosa] 
<Mitch Baron, RMPSS (Religion)> 
 
17. Two pieces by this composer were composed using star charts to determine the placement of pitches, or where 
the performer would play. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this composer of etudes titled Freeman, Australes, and Boreales. This composer was inspired by Indian 
music to write String Quartet in Four Parts. 
ANSWER: John Cage  
[10] Etudes Australes, which was meant to be played “independently” by the performers’ two hands, was written for 
this instrument. Cage also composed Sonatas and Interludes for a “prepared” version of this instrument, and the 
premier of his 4’33” was ostensibly played on this instrument. 
ANSWER: piano 
[10] Cage’s etudes drew heavily from the I Ching, as did this piano piece, a collaboration with Merce Cunningham. 
This indeterminate piece is based on the rhythmic structure of Erik Satie’s piece, Socrate.  
ANSWER: Cheap Imitation 
<Rohan Vora, Fine Arts (Audio)> 
 
18. What is it with dogs on TV and movies that gets the thinkpieces going? For ten points each: 
[10] Name this director, who made a movie that featured doggos voiced by Bryan Cranston and Edward Norton, 
which was criticized for its depiction of Japanese culture. This director decided that Ohio girl Tracy would be the 
savior to solve the city’s social issues. 
ANSWER: Wes Anderson 
[10] This kids show, which follows the law enforcement officer Ryder and his canine search and rescue crew, has 
been criticized for antiquated depiction of women on top of its authoritarian undertones. 
ANSWER: Paw Patrol 



[10] This 2008 movie came out before the modern thinkpiece machine, but at a glance this movie featuring George 
Lopez and Piper Perabo must be at least a little racist. The Toronto Star’s article about this movie, the first in a 
series about Chloe and Papi, is curiously subtitled “Canine Class Struggle”. 
ANSWER: Beverly Hills Chihuahua 
 
19. Description acceptable. The Morgan and Blount reports on this event contradicted each other concerning the 
guilty parties. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify or describe this event that was spurred by a proposed 1893 revision to the Bayonet Constitution.  
ANSWER: overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy [accept description or equivalents like overthrow of Queen 
Lili’uokalani] 
[10] Prior to becoming President of the new Republic, Sanford Dole had originally proposed that this princess be 
appointed as queen by her aunt Lili’uokalani, with a regency led by Dole since she was still a minor. 
ANSWER: Ka’iulani 
[10] After the overthrow,  Ka’iulani visited this American president to plead for a restoration of the Kingdom of 
Hawaii. This man was the only one to serve non-consecutive terms as president.  
ANSWER: Grover Cleveland 
 
20. Under this general manager, the Toronto Maple Leafs made the 2013 Stanley Cup Playoffs before two 
underwhelming seasons. For 10 points each:  
[10] Name this NHL executive, who succeeded Brian Burke twice, in 2013 with Toronto and in 2008 as GM of the 
Vancouver Canucks. 
ANSWER: Dave Nonis   
[10] Nonis used his first round draft pick in 2014 on this Swedish player, who held out for two months of the 
2018-19 season due to a contract dispute.  
ANSWER: William Nylander 
[10] Dave Nonis and Brian Burke previously worked together on this Southern California team who dropped the 
word “Mighty” from their name after the 2005-06 season. 
ANSWER: Anaheim Ducks [accept either underlined portion]  
 


